Composites consisting of magnetic shape memory ͑MSM͒ particles embedded in a polyester matrix were prepared. Single-crystalline MSM particles were obtained by mortar grinding of melt-extracted and subsequently annealed Ni 50.9 Mn 27.1 Ga 22.0 ͑at. %͒ fibers. The crystal structure of the martensite is tetragonal ͑5M͒ with c Ͻ a = b. Magnetic characterization of these composites shows indirect evidence for stress induced twin boundary motion in the MSM particles, as the compressed composite is easy to magnetize in the direction of compression and more difficult to magnetize in the perpendicular directions. The texture of all the embedded MSM particles is investigated before and after compression by means of synchrotron radiation. In the initial state, the MSM particles in the composite have a random texture, i.e., there is no preferred orientation of the c axis. After a 30% compression ͑height reduction͒, the MSM particles have a ͑004͒-fiber texture in the direction of compression. This is unambiguous evidence for stress induced twin boundary motion within the MSM particles. The term magnetic shape memory ͑MSM͒ effect refers to a magnetic field induced structural phase transformation. At the same time, also a magnetic field induced twin boundary motion is commonly referred to as MSM effect.
The term magnetic shape memory ͑MSM͒ effect refers to a magnetic field induced structural phase transformation. At the same time, also a magnetic field induced twin boundary motion is commonly referred to as MSM effect.
1-3 Large magnetic field induced strains can be achieved in MSM alloys, e.g., in the Heusler alloy Ni 2 MnGa up to 10%. 4 Besides employing single and polycrystals to utilize the MSM effect in actuators or dampers, also composites, i.e., MSM particles embedded in a polymer matrix, were proposed. 5, 6 It was shown previously that compressed composite samples can be magnetized easier in the compressed direction and it is more difficult to magnetize them in the perpendicular directions. 6, 7 This behavior was regarded as an indication for stress induced twin boundary motion within the MSM particles.
In order to verify this, the texture of the MSM particles before and after compression is investigated in this work. The texture is measured by using diffraction of high-energy synchrotron radiation. The advantage of this method is that the texture of the whole sample volume is measured.
The MSM particles used were prepared by mortar grinding of crucible melt-extracted and subsequently annealed Ni 50.9 Mn 27.1 Ga 22.0 ͑at. %͒ fibers. The preparation of the composite was done by mixing these MSM particles with a two component polyester resin ͑about 20 vol % MSM particles͒ followed by a vacuum treatment to remove air bubbles. Curing of the polyester matrix was done without a magnetic field applied. The composite was disk shaped with a height of 2.79 mm and a diameter of about 9 mm. A cylindrical sample with a diameter of 3.03 mm and a height of 2.79 mm was cut out from the middle of the composite. Detailed information on preparation of MSM particles and composites are given by Scheerbaum et al. 6 For the synchrotron texture measurements the beam line BW5 ͑about 100 keV͒ at DESY-HASYLAB in Hamburg ͑Germany͒ was used. The synchrotron radiation is diffracted on the lattice planes of all MSM particles. The diffraction cones with an aperture angle of 4⌰ are imaged on an area detector mounted behind the sample. The whole texture information is collected by rotating the sample in 3°steps from 0°to 180°and recording after each step the image on the area detector. Details about the method are given by Skrotzki et al. 8, 9 The texture was measured before compression on the cylindrical composite sample mentioned above ͑diameter 3.03 mm, height 2.79 mm. Afterwards the sample was compressed along the cylinder axis Z by about 30%. After removing the stress about 2 / 3 of the strain relaxed leaving a permanent compression of about 10%. The sample size for the following texture measurement was 3.20 mm in diameter and 2.53 mm in height.
The magnetic field H dependent magnetization M of the composites was measured before and after compression parallel and perpendicular to the compression direction. For these M-H measurements a vibrating sample magnetometer ͑VSM͒ was used. Here only the demagnetization curves are shown, but the magnetization curves exhibit, apart from a slight shift, the same behavior.
After annealing and mortar grinding, the MSM particles are about 50-100 m in size and are either single crystalline ͑fraction about 20%-40%͒ or are composed of a few grains.
a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: n.scheerbaum@ifw-dresden.de Their martensitic transformation and Curie temperatures are well above room temperature ͑M s =45°C, M f =37°C, A s =54°C, A f = 61°C, and T C = 98°C, respectively͒, and the martensite has the tetragonal crystal structure ͑c Ͻ a Х b͒ with the modulation type 5M ͑unit cell describing 5M modulation: aЈ = 0.422 nm, bЈ =5ϫ 0.4194 nm= 2.097 nm, cЈ = c = 0.558 nm, and ␥Ј= 90.23°; ␣Ј, ␤Ј nearly 90°͒. Detailed information on the properties of the MSM particles can be found in Ref. 6 . Figure 1 shows the M-H curves ͑top͒ and the pole figures ͑bottom͒ of the composite sample before compression. All three directions have identical magnetization behavior and no preferred orientation is visible in the pole figures. Thus, the crystallographic orientation of the MSM particles within the composite, and therefore of the easy magnetization axis c, is random. This changes after compression along Z ͑Fig. 2͒. As previously shown, 6 the composite sample is now easier to magnetize in Z direction than in the other two perpendicular directions. The higher the deformation, the easier becomes the Z direction to magnetize. 7 The pole figures show a ͑004͒-fiber texture along the Z direction, verifying that the c axis actually aligns with the compression direction Z. The c axis can either be reoriented by rotation or by twin boundary motion within the MSM particles. Rotation can be excluded as a mere rotation of the MSM particles within the matrix due to compression would not lead to a preferred orientation of the c axes ͑assuming a sufficient number of particles rotate equally͒. Additionally, in situ deformation using an optical microscope did not show any particle rotation within the matrix. 6 Thus, compression of the composite leads to a size reduction of the MSM particles in compression direction due to the stress induced twin boundary motion within the MSM particles.
MSM composites were prepared by embedding partly single-crystalline Ni 50.9 Mn 27.1 Ga 22.0 particles in a polyester matrix. The M-H curves and the texture of the MSM particles before and after compression were measured by vibrating sample magnetometry and synchrotron radiation, respectively. The composite's compressed direction becomes easier to magnetize and shows clearly a ͑004͒-fiber texture. This confirms unambiguously stress induced twin boundary motion within the MSM particles. This energy dissipating process makes MSM composites suitable for magnetically controlled mechanical energy dampers. This work is supported by PLANSEE SE ͑6600 Reutte, Austria͒ and DFG ͑SPP 1239͒. Experimental assistance by B. Gebel, K. Berger, and I. Huensche is gratefully acknowledged. 
